Contiguous Multilevel Vertebral Osteomyelitis without Adjacent Intervertebral Discs Involvement

Sir,

Vertebral osteomyelitis is often insidious and its nonspecific symptoms make diagnosis difficult. We would like to report a case of an atypical vertebral bacterial osteomyelitis, in which the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) examination demonstrated intact vertebral end plates and disc spaces, although the adjacent vertebral bodies were extensively involved.
A 27-year-old male presented to the emergency department with a 3-week history of right T3–T4 intercostal neuralgia. He had neither previous medical history nor previous trauma, or infection was reported. Twelve days before the onset of his symptom, the patient had undergone a dental procedure. He was in a good physical state and afebrile. Neurological examination was normal. There was a constant, moderate upper right thoracic paraspinal tenderness exacerbated by movement. The remainder of the physical examination findings was unremarkable. Initial laboratory tests revealed an elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate and C-reactive protein level.

MRI of the thoracic spine revealed decreased signal intensity lesions on T1-weighted images and high signal lesions on T2-weighted images involving the whole T3 vertebral body and the adjacent halves of the T2 and T4 vertebrae [Figure 1], as well as a middle’s vertebral column soft-tissue mass extending to the right T3–T4 intervertebral foramen compromising the ipsilateral nerve root. These lesions were enhanced after gadolinium administration. However, the adjacent disc spaces were spared and no abnormal signal was identified. All vertebrae end plates were also normal without the typical signs of erosion or destruction. To determine a certain diagnosis, the patient was submitted to a computed tomography scan-guided percutaneous needle biopsy of the soft-tissue mass, and bacteriological studies were positive for *Staphylococcus aureus*. The patient was treated with teicoplanin and rifampicin and had an uneventful course. Twelve weeks after treatment completed, MRI images revealed the infection markedly decreased [Figure 2]; there was no late recurrence.

In this otherwise healthy young adult patient, without predisposing factors or notable social risks, dental procedure as a portal of bacteria entry was considered the most likely etiology resulting in the hematogenous spread of pathogen organism. Diagnosis of spinal infections is based on clinical and radiological features and often is delayed or missed due to the rarity of the disease and the insidious onset of symptoms.[1] Atypical manifestations of proven spinal infections with isolated spondylitis without the involvement of adjacent disks have been previously described as a rare finding and are thought to represent an early manifestation of spinal infection.[2-5] Thus, we emphasize on the fact that a clinician should know and consider these atypical findings so as not to exclude infection and distinguish this disease from other destructive lesions of the spine when some of the typical radiological signs are lacking.
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